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Large Scale Data Intensive Science Motivates the 
Creation of Next Generation Communications 
• Large Scale, Data, and Compute Intensive Sciences Encounter 
Technology Challenges Many Years Before Other Domains
• Resolving These Issues, Especially For Global Science, Creates 
Solutions That Later Migrate To Other Domains
• 30+ Year History of Communication Innovations Has Been Driven 
Primarily By Data and Compute Intensive Sciences
• Window To the Future: Requirements For Data and Compute 
Intensive Science Research
• Science Has Added To Two Classic Building Blocks, Theory and 
Experimentation a Third – Modeling, Simulation, and Analytics 
Using Massive Amounts  of Data
• Petabytes, Exabytes, Zettabytes
• For Communication Service Supporting Global Data Transport, 
Capacity And Programmability Are Major Issues

LHCONE – B. Johnston 
Selected Research Topics In Networking 
• Transition From Legacy Networks To Networks That Take Full Advantage 
of IT Architecture and Technology
• Extremely Large Capacity (Multi-Tbps Streams)
• Specialized Network Services, Architecture and Technologies for Data 
Intensive Science 
• High Degrees of Communication Services Customization
• Highly Programmable Networks
• Network Facilities As Enabling Platforms for Any Type of Service
• Network Virtualization
• Tenet Networks
• Network Virtualization 
• Network Programming Languages (e.g., P4) API (e.g., Jupyter)
• Disaggregation
• Orchestrators
• Highly Distributed Signaling Processes
• Network Operations Automation (Including Through AI/Machine Learning)
• SDN/SDX/SDI/OCX/SDC/SDE
Next Generation Distributed Enviroment 
For Global Science
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